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Transformative Thinking

Art1st was established in 2009 with a vision to create and develop learning
environments that nurture and strengthen imagination, visual literacy,
creative skills and cultural awareness of children and educators. At Art1st,
we think that art is a powerful medium through which we can understand
ourselves and transform the world around us.
Our work commends and draws inspiration from the abundant traditions of
Indian visual art, be it is folk or fine art, photography or performance. It
highlights the significant contribution that these arts have played in India's
aesthetic, socio-cultural and political history.
Contemporary artists, authors, designers, filmmakers, educators and
historians from across the country serve as mentors and collaborators. Our
work focuses on :
- Supporting schools and educators to implement a strong visual arts
curriculum that we have developed independently.
- Publishing books for children that introduce them to Indian art.
- Establishing studio workshops for children to engage directly with and learn
first-hand from India's established and emerging artists.
- Organising public seminars and discussion forums on Indian visual art and
artists.
Our work continually promotes the joy and transformative nature of art.
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Education
Across the world, we see that art programmes in schools are neglected.
They are considered extra-curricular skills, ancillary to the more serious
business of academic learning, and are the first to face budget cuts.
At Art1st, we believe that an arts education is not a luxury. It is a pedagogical
tool essential to facilitate creativity, adaptability, and social and personal
transformation. In an ever-changing world where the future lies in innovation,
children will be able to benefit only if we nurture this discipline today. And, of
course, it is a lot of fun!!
Our visual arts curriculum and teacher training programme aim at helping
children become confident and progressive thinkers, who feel a deep sense
of connection and purpose. Drawing inspiration from India's rich visual arts
tradition, we have created age-appropriate curriculum for pre-primary,
primary, middle and senior school children. Each learning module is
designed to incrementally develop children's visual literacy and
understanding. Imagination, reflection and free expression is encouraged.
These creative and cognitive skills will enrich learning across all disciplines.
We work with many schools across the country, irrespective of their
economic background, and offer subsidised trainings for educational NGOs
and municipal schools. We have also translated our curriculum books into
regional languages.
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Exploration and discovery through sensory and visual experiences
Our preschool Art Lab programme is all about fun and experimentation.
Focusing on children between 18 months and six years old, we offer three
modules - Nursery, Junior Kindergarden and Senior Kindergarden.
Children are introduced to six visual artistic forms - Drawing, Painting,
Collage, Printmaking, Sculpture and Found Objects. They are encouraged
to feel, explore and play with each form.

Integrating Visual Literacy
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Our age-wise curricula guides teachers on how to prepare for each project,
what materials to use and how to assist children to explore freely. The hope
is that as children manipulate and experiment with different mediums, they
begin to enjoy and intuitively understand the skills and processes involved.

Preschool Programme Implementation
Programme

Curriculum

Training

Curation

Assessment

Art Labs

Nursery
LKG
UKG

One training
per academic
year, of 4
consecutive
days

Art1st advises
school's Art
Teachers

Two assessments per
academic year, each
completed within a day
Assessment 1:
Sep or Oct
Assessment 2:
Dec or Jan

Month:
May or June

Teachers
independently
put up Annual
Exhibition

Teacher presentation
Art Teachers submit
annual review report on
Programme
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Contact at:
Mumbai

Follow Art1st India @

info@art1st.co.in

